ABSTRACT: Derivatives listing is becoming one of the main trends in the global market competition and evolution. China's financial derivatives market is increasingly becoming the focus of global concern, since the Shanghai and Shenzhen 300 stock index futures market, there are many overseas exchanges proposed plans listed China concept derivatives. This paper analyzes the main characteristics of forms of financial derivatives and the development of cross-listing of proposed reform of financial derivatives listed mechanisms.
Introduction
In recent years, the increase in financial derivatives exchange market is significantly higher than the OTC market, to focus on the trend Exchange derivatives trading occurs. Financial futures, for example, the exchange market trading volume of futures market shares more than 85% and far exceeds the size of the spot market. In the world's top 20 futures contracts, there are 18 financial futures contracts. Financial futures, options generated as good as the third revolution in the futures market, and stock options, forward transactions, currency and interest rate swaps and other investment vehicles jointly promote the development of modern risk management industry. According to statistics, in the financial derivatives market, the largest open interest forward transactions, accounting for 42% of the total open interest, swaps, futures and options, respectively, 27%, 18% and 13% ratio.
After the change with the rapid development of electronic network technology, financial deregulation and globalization of financial environment, in particular on the exchange have been implemented to Companies, the world's exchanges are to expand through various fields, competition and cooperation in different ways business, expand its influence, to seek their own interests. Wherein the cross-listing of financial derivatives 1 become a major trend of development of market competition and the evolution of a number of overseas exchanges on China's futures market has a strong interest. Learn how and why the global exchange of cross-listing, objective analysis of the pros and cons of influence, and actively explore appropriate measures for the fledgling China's financial futures market, long-term healthy development of the reform and opening up and innovation of China's capital market development, has important practical significance.
Situation Innovation Mode of Financial derivatives
In Listing System futures for example, from a global perspective, the current futures listed species exist approval system, registration system and approval system of the three modes. Developed countries are to take a more registration system. In the United States developed financial derivatives, 5 Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000, which entered into force December 1 6 (CFMA), removed many restrictions 5 6 Commodity Exchange Act and CFTC, to promote a more flexible 2nd Workshop on Advanced Research and Technology in Industry Applications (WARTIA 2016) approach, greatly expanded the regulated exchanges to innovate free space, so that by the CFTC regulated futures exchanges in the self-certification program, based on the CFTC without prior approval to market for new products and develop new rules. Thus, the exchange can be more timely introduction of new products and the amendment to increase the ability to compete globally Exchange; Japan new varieties in the futures market, the past has been to implement a useful theory, which must prove that new varieties traded beneficial to society and then reported to the approval of the Minister in charge of the respective futures. After 1990, a useful theory to sound theory that exchanges can be based on the development needs of the test market for new varieties, after two years of trial operation proved no harm to society, and reported to the Minister in charge of approval of the futures, then officially traded. Itself is due to the government agencies, can develop their own products, without going through the government approval, the listing of new varieties mechanism in full accordance with market mechanism, is determined by the exchanges themselves. Provisional Regulations on Administration of Futures Trading 5 from September 1, 1999 for the purposes of Article 17 6, / futures market, suspend, cancel or resume futures varieties, 0 shall be approved by the China Securities Regulatory Commission. Thus, the law gives China Securities Regulatory Commission approval of the qualifications and powers listed futures variety, our futures to be listed by the approval of the SFC and the Stock Exchange shall not be altered or adjusted futures contracts have been approved. In addition, although 5 6 Provisional Regulations on Administration of Futures Trading Commission will grant China listed futures variety of power, but in practice, it is also required to seek the relevant ministries and local governments by the China Securities Regulatory Commission after opinion by the State Council instructed the last State Council for approval. Seen in this light, our policy is a strict examination and approval system. This harsh, the financial derivatives innovation model under the guidance of the State Council and is formed in a specific historical stage, with historical inevitability. In the case of the market itself and the legal system environment has undergone great changes in the level of financial derivatives innovation model under the State Council executive-led government has been unable to meet the future needs of the market, in need of reform. Singapore's financial futures markets as an important part of the emerging markets in the international financial markets, plays a decisive role. In order to create a financial pricing center in Asia, Europe, North America, sharing district, financial derivatives become the government's economic development policies preferable. MAS is outside the stock exchange, the reorganization of the Gold Exchange, the founder of International Financial Exchange in 1984. Since there is no exclusive right to financial derivatives, Singapore ahead of the introduction of Japan's Nikkei 225 index futures, and subsequently opened to foreign direct numerous as the underlying index and interest rates, equity derivatives in 1986. Government of Singapore to promote legislation to reinvent the wheel Form International Financial Exchange practices has been a huge success, SIMEX has become the world's largest Eurodollar futures market, the number of awards won the world's best international exchanges.
Listing Location of Financial Futures Market Supervision Mode

The Specific Construction of Financial Derivative Listing
In particular build, since its financial derivatives whether the issue areas, the issue can be divided into classes of derivatives and derivative contracts class. Thus specific mechanisms to build its listing, we should distinguish between the issue financial derivative contracts and financial derivatives to be.
In terms of listed securities derivatives, and 6 of the Securities Act of 5 new shares, corporate bonds by the Exchange approved, but has not changed the practice of statutory listing requirements, are not radical institutional change, the reason, mainly equities, corporate bonds is the most important capital securities listing requirements of legal fait accompli for many years, its listing regime change by thinking and special market environment constraints, involving corporate law and securities law harmonization of legislation, difficult step. For securities derivatives, this problem does not exist, it should provide the conditions listed by the Exchange. The main reason is that different types of securities derivatives, the law can not be given by one of the conditions listed previously specified. In the overseas market, without exception, by the provisions of securities derivatives market place listing requirements. Moreover, the current law has not been too difficult to define the conditions for listing securities derivatives in the short term, by the provisions of the Stock Exchange listing requirements, without changing the existing system. In addition, securities derivatives trading venues should be targeted at the stock exchange, requiring all securities derivatives with its base at the same exchange-traded securities, securities in favor of the formation of the spot market and derivatives market mutual promotion and common development of a good situation meet the inherent requirements of securities derivatives market is conducive to exchanges of securities derivatives and underlying securities to implement effective regulation, market participants will help reduce costs and operating costs of the market. Financial derivatives contract issue does not exist the problem, and thus does not issue its approval or approval of the problem, and is generally designed by the Exchange by way of standard contract will be. The development and demonstration is generally under the auspices and coordination of exchanges, each of the financial institutions (including the Exchange itself) as required by the professional organizations to make their own experts to conduct feasibility studies. This is the financial derivatives market access for preparatory work, which should include: the development of financial derivatives feasibility analysis, economists from the theory and practice of jurists and relevant practice participants demonstrated an expert team feasibility report is within the prescribed time for the submission of financial institutions to conduct derivatives business, the business plan or the industry trade show plans to conduct feasibility studies and ultimately the formation of development feasibility report. The report will be an important basis for the development of a new regulatory body for financial derivatives traded whether ultimately be addressed by the regulatory authorities of the financial derivatives traded scrutiny intended to decide whether to approve.
Conclusion
Financial derivatives listed mechanisms, focus on related products permit system design. Financial Futures Exchange introduced futures, securities law is bound to broaden the bank funds into the market channel, breaking the securities and futures market hedge, the implementation of cash settlement, guide state-owned enterprises to participate in an orderly market and achieve market listing mechanism, the pilot of the Exchange Company of the system is the prerequisite and guarantee. It is foreseeable that in the mixed impact of the wave, the new system under the Securities Act of innovative securities and futures boundaries blur the background, China's commodity futures exchange listed financial derivatives, financial futures exchange re-launch is still an irresistible trend .
